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ABSTRACT
Measuring stellar velocity dispersions of quiescent galaxies beyond z ∼ 2 is observationally chal-
lenging. Such measurements require near-infrared spectra with a continuum detection of at least
moderate signal-to-noise, often necessitating long integrations. In this paper, we present deep X-
Shooter spectroscopy of one of only two known gravitationally-lensed massive quiescent galaxies at
z > 2. This galaxy is quadruply imaged, with the brightest images magnified by a factor of ∼ 5.
The total exposure time of our data is 9.8 hours on-source; however the magnification, and the slit
placement encompassing 2 images, provides a total equivalent exposure time of 215 hours. From this
deep spectrum we measure a redshift (zspec = 2.756± 0.001), making this one of the highest redshift
quiescent galaxies that is spectroscopically confirmed. We simultaneously fit both the spectroscopic
and photometric data to determine stellar population parameters and conclude this galaxy is relatively
young (560+100−80 Myr), intermediate-mass (logM∗/M = 10.59
+0.04
−0.05), consistent with low dust content
(AV = 0.20
+0.26
−0.20), and has quenched only relatively recently. This recent quenching is confirmed by
strong Balmer absorption, particularly Hδ (HδA = 6.66
+0.96
−0.92). Remarkably, this proves that at least
some intermediate-mass galaxies have already quenched as early as z ∼ 2.8. Additionally, we have
measured a velocity dispersion (σ = 187±43 km/s), making this the highest-redshift quiescent galaxy
with a dispersion measurement. We confirm that this galaxy falls on the same mass fundamental plane
(MFP) as galaxies at z=2.2, consistent with little to no evolution in the MFP up to z=2.8. Overall
this galaxy is proof of existence of intermediate-mass quenched galaxies in the distant universe, and
that lensing is a powerful tool for determining their properties with improved accuracy.
Subject headings: galaxies: evolution, galaxies: formation, gravitational lensing: strong, galaxies:
kinematics and dynamics, galaxies: stellar content, galaxies: structure
1. INTRODUCTION
It is well established that galaxies with evolved stel-
lar populations were already in place when the universe
was less than half of its current age (see for example
McCracken et al. 2012; Ilbert et al. 2013; Muzzin et al.
2013b). These galaxies were first identified from a pop-
ulation which exhibited red Js −Ks colors (Franx et al.
2003). These colors were consistent with taking the spec-
tral energy distribution (SED) of an elliptical or dusty
star-burst galaxy and red-shifting to z ∼ 2, with the de-
generacy between the two types of galaxies lifted with
the inclusion of IRAC data (Labbe´ et al. 2005; Williams
et al. 2009). Out of the Franx et al. (2003) sample, subse-
quent spectroscopy later confirmed that a subset of these
‘red-galaxies’ were indeed quiescent (van Dokkum et al.
2003; Kriek et al. 2006), establishing that galaxies with
strongly suppressed star formation were present at higher
redshifts.
A comparison of the stellar populations of quiescent
galaxies between z ∼ 2 and z ∼ 0 via their mass-to-light
ratios show that the stellar populations in these galaxies
are consistent with passive evolution (e.g., van Dokkum
et al. 1998; Treu et al. 1999; Bernardi et al. 2003; van
Dokkum et al. 2006). Although quiescent, the z ∼ 2
galaxies are strikingly different in their structure com-
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pared to present-day ellipticals. At a given mass, their
effective radii (re) are a factor of ∼ 2 − 4 smaller than
at z ∼ 0 (e.g., Daddi et al. 2005; Trujillo et al. 2006;
Zirm et al. 2007; van Dokkum et al. 2008, 2010; Szomoru
et al. 2012). This difference in re between present-day el-
lipticals and high-redshift galaxies implies a rapid struc-
tural evolution between z ∼ 2 and today. Although these
galaxies must grow by a factor of a few in size, their cen-
tral stellar-velocity dispersions show little evolution (Toft
et al. 2012; van de Sande et al. 2013; Bezanson et al. 2013;
Belli et al. 2014a) between these redshifts.
The evolution of stellar populations between redshift
z ∼ 2 and z ∼ 0 is mirrored in the evolution of the zero-
point in the fundamental plane (FP). The FP represents
a locus of galaxies which occupy a tight plane determined
by a galaxy’s surface brightness, size and velocity disper-
sion (Dressler et al. 1987; Djorgovski & Davis 1987).This
plane maintains a slight tilt with respect to the expecta-
tion from the assumption of virial equilibrium. This tilt
is thought to be caused by a deviation from homology
(Pahre et al. 1995; Capelato et al. 1995; Busarello et al.
1997), and by variations in the mass-to-light ratio (van
Dokkum et al. 1998; Cappellari et al. 2006; Robertson
et al. 2006; Bolton et al. 2007; Cappellari et al. 2013).
When the dependence of the FP on surface brightness
is replaced with the average stellar mass density (i.e. the
mass fundamental plane; henceforth MFP), the tilt in
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the FP virtually disappears (Bolton et al. 2007), or is at
least shown to be weaker than the tilt in the FP (Bolton
et al. 2008; Holden et al. 2010; Bezanson et al. 2013). In
contrast to the evolution in the zero-point of the FP (e.g.,
van de Sande et al. 2014), the MFP zero-point shows very
little evolution out to z ∼ 2 (Bezanson et al. 2013), rem-
iniscent of the lack of evolution in central stellar-velocity
dispersion (Toft et al. 2012; Bezanson et al. 2013; Belli
et al. 2014a). However the precise evolution depends
on assumptions when counting galaxies and how to con-
nect progenitors to their descendants (van de Sande et al.
2014).
The consistency of the slope of the MFP with that
predicted from virial equilibrium points to variations in
mass-to-light ratios as the likely cause of the tilt in the
FP. The evolution in mass-to-light ratios are driven by
either variations in dark matter content, variations in
stellar populations, or a combination of both. In the
context of MFP evolution at high-z, it is important to
note that the sample of Bezanson et al. 2013 in the high-
est redshift bin was restricted to massive galaxies i.e
logM∗/M > 11.0, leaving the MFP unpopulated be-
low this mass threshold at z ∼ 2, and due to redshift
coverage, at all masses above z ∼ 2.
Although valuable for testing the evolution of the
MPF, measuring stellar velocity dispersions of quiescent
galaxies beyond z ∼ 2 has proven technically challeng-
ing. At these redshifts their optical absorption lines are
redshifted to the near-infrared (NIR) which has a high
and variable sky background. In contrast to actively
star-forming galaxies, measuring a stellar-velocity dis-
persion of quiescent galaxies requires a continuum de-
tection, with moderate signal-to-noise ratios (S/N). Be-
cause of the long integration times required to achieve
the necessary S/N enabling a stellar velocity dispersion
measurement, the community has been restricted to ob-
serving the brightest galaxies at these redshifts (Onodera
et al. 2010; van de Sande et al. 2011; Toft et al. 2012; van
de Sande et al. 2013; Bezanson et al. 2013; Belli et al.
2014a), which van de Sande et al. (2014) showed is also
biased towards younger post-starburst galaxies.
In order to probe higher redshifts and/or lower masses,
and circumvent the need for long integration times prior
to the era of the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST),
we aim to take advantage of the brightening and mag-
nifying effects of strong gravitational lensing. This tool
has been successfully implemented in studying the prop-
erties of distant star-forming galaxies, with higher res-
olution and better signal-to-noise than normally possi-
ble including lyman-break (e.g. Smail et al. 2007), sub-
millimetre (e.g. Vieira et al. 2013) and UV-bright galax-
ies (e.g. Brammer et al. 2012; Sharon et al. 2012; van
der Wel et al. 2013). We aim to extend the utility of
gravitational lensing to red, quiescent galaxies.
Lensed, quiescent galaxies at high redshifts (z > 2)
are comparably more difficult to find than lensed star-
forming galaxies for a variety of reasons. First quiescent
galaxies show a declining number density with increasing
redshift (i.e., Muzzin et al. 2013b). Thus, there are fewer
quiescent galaxies to be lensed at high redshift as com-
pared to star-forming galaxies. Secondly, blue, lensed
star-forming galaxies stand out in red, quiescently dom-
inated galaxy clusters, whereas red, lensed galaxies do
not. One of the best places to search for lensed galaxies is
behind galaxy clusters as they have deep potential wells.
As a result of high star formation rates (SFR), SMGs
exhaust their gas on relatively short timescales, and are
thus extremely rare in local galaxy clusters. Because of
SMG rarity in local clusters, the foreground lensing clus-
ter has few sources in the sub-mm images allowing for
trivial detection of the lensed SMGs. This is not the
case for quiescent galaxies, where the foreground clus-
ter is also NIR bright. Blue, star-forming galaxies are
UV-bright, and lensed candidates at redshift ∼ 2 have
this emission shifted to the rest-frame optical, making
the high-redshift blue galaxies behind clusters optically
bright. With the existence of wide and relatively deep
optical surveys such as SDSS, there is a wealth of lensed
blue galaxies (e.g, Stark et al. 2013), however large area
NIR surveys of comparable depth are not available.
As such, there are only five red, lensed galaxies pre-
sented in the literature. Auger et al. (2011) present
an intermediate redshift (z = 0.6) lensed candidate
which is multiply imaged. Two of the high-redshift
(z = 1.71, 2.15) examples in the literature (Geier et al.
2013) are singly imaged, which are more difficult to cre-
ate lens models for. There are only two examples of
multiply imaged red-lenses at high redshift. One, found
by Newman et al. (2015), with a spectroscopic redshift
of z = 2.636, and the other is the object of this study
which was first identified by Muzzin et al. (2012).
In this paper we present X-Shooter spectroscopy,
and a stellar velocity dispersion measurement of
COSMOS 0050 + 4901, a quiescent galaxy found by
Muzzin et al. (2012) in the COSMOS/UltraVISTA field
(McCracken et al. 2012). With the current data, this
is now the highest redshift quiescent galaxy with a stel-
lar velocity dispersion measurement, as well as the least
massive quiescent galaxy beyond redshift 2 with a rest-
frame optical spectrum.
We assume a Λ-CDM cosmology (H0 =
70 kms−1Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.3, and ΩΛ = 0.7), and
AB magnitudes.
2. DATA
2.1. COSMOS 0050+4901
COSMOS 0050 + 4901 is a strongly-lensed system
where the lens is a single galaxy at z = 0.960 found
serendipitously in the COSMOS/UltraVISTA field (Mc-
Cracken et al. 2012) as a group of exceptionally bright,
red galaxies. The source is quadruply imaged, with pho-
tometric redshifts of z ∼ 2.3 − 2.4 (depending on which
of the multiple images is analyzed; Muzzin et al. 2012,
hereafter M12). The brightest 3 images are magnified
by a factor of ∼ 5 (M12, Muzzin et al. in prep). In
Fig. 1 we show a 3-color UltraVISTA J, H and Ks-band
image of the lens-source system. Included in this figure
is the placement of the slit used for the spectroscopic
data (see Sec. 2.3). As illustrated by the slit position
shown in Fig. 1, we have obtained spectroscopy of two
images, effectively doubling our exposure time. Fig. 1
also qualitatively illustrates the difference in color be-
tween the foreground lens and the source images as a
result of their differing redshifts.
M12 performed an initial estimate of the structural
properties of the galaxy using the ground-based Ks-band
data. Assuming the best photometric redshift at that
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Fig. 1.— RGB-image using UltraVISTA Ks, H, and J-band DR2
images. The source images are labeled A, B, C, and D, and the
foreground lens is indicated. The source images are noticeably
redder than the lens because of the discordant redshifts (zlens =
0.960 and zsource = 2.76) which result in the continuum emission
from the lens and source galaxies peaking in different bands. The
position of the X-Shooter slit on the sky is indicated. Note that
the slit was placed such that it falls on galaxies A and B.
time, they estimated an re = 0.64
+0.08
−0.18 kpc and a Sersic
index of n = 2.2+2.3−0.9. Recently, we have obtained high-
resolution HST F160W imaging of COSMOS 0050+4901.
With the deep HST image and spectroscopic redshift de-
termined in this analysis, Muzzin et al. (in prep) deter-
mined a well-constrained lens model, which allowed them
to accurately determine the circularized re (corrected for
magnification) and n to be 0.86+0.19−0.14 kpc and 3.50
+0.68
−0.60.
2.2. Rest-Frame UV J Colors
Williams et al. (2009) demonstrate that galaxies dis-
play a clear bi-modality in U − V and V − J color-space
out to z = 2. Galaxies tend to separate into two se-
quences in color-color space, one consisting primarily of
star forming galaxies, and one primarily consisting of qui-
escent galaxies. This bi-modality is driven by a galaxy’s
UV+IR determined SFR. Beyond z = 2, measurement
errors, and completeness limits reduces this bi-modailty
(Williams et al. 2009; Muzzin et al. 2013b).
We calculate the rest-frame U − V and V − J colors
for COSMOS 0050 + 4901 using the photometric data
presented in M12 (via EAZY ; Brammer et al. 2008). We
de-blending the lens from the images, which showed non-
negligible contamination in the PSF-matched ground
based imaging, by simultaneously fitting both the images
and the lens using GALFIT (Peng et al. 2010) (further
details may be found in M12).
In Fig. 2 we show that our object falls on the quies-
cent region in the UV J diagram (using zspec = 2.756; the
determination of which is described in Sec. 3.1). We com-
pare and contrast it to a quiescent, spectroscopic sample
compilation (from van de Sande et al. 2015, with a red-
shift distribution of 0.6 < z < 2.2). This sample contains
63 galaxies at 0.4 < z < 1.6 from Bezanson et al. (2013),
Fig. 2.— Rest-frame U-V color vs V-J color. Grey points are
a redshift selected (1.5 < z < 2.5) comparison sample from the
Ks-band selected UVISTA catalog (McCracken et al. 2012). The
black dashed line is the colour selection implemented by van de
Sande et al. (2015) to separate quiescent and star forming galax-
ies. Coloured points are a high redshift (0.6 < z < 2.3) sample
compiled by van de Sande et al. (2015), with the literature sources
indicated in the plot legend. Our object (orange star) sits on the
UVISTA 1.5 < z < 2.5 red sequence, and within the locus of other
high redshift, quiescent galaxies with measured stellar velocity dis-
persions.
38 galaxies at 1 < z < 1.4 from Belli et al. (2014a), 18
galaxies at 0.6 < z < 1.1 from van der Wel et al. (2005),
16 galaxies at z ∼ 0.8 from Wuyts et al. (2004), 5 galaxies
at 1.2 < z < 1.6 from Newman et al. (2010), 4 galaxies
at 1.4 < z < 2.1 from van de Sande et al. (2013), 3 galax-
ies at 2.1 < z < 2.4 from Belli et al. (2014b), 1 galaxy
at z = 2.2 from van Dokkum et al. (2009), 1 galaxy at
z = 1.8 from Onodera et al. (2012), and 1 galaxy at
z = 2.6 from Newman et al. (2015) (see Table in van de
Sande et al. 2015 for further details). As stated in van de
Sande et al. (2015), the sample is selected based on the
availability of kinematic measurements in the literature.
Thus, this sample is biased towards brighter objects. In
Fig. 2 we also indicate the UVJ color selection from van
de Sande et al. (2015) as the dashed-black line.
Also plotted in grayscale in Fig. 2 is a redshift-selected
(1.5 < z < 2.5), photometric sub-sample from the K-
band selected catalog of UltraVISTA from Muzzin et al.
(2013a) (with the limiting magnitude K < 24.4 in a 2.1′′
aperture). This sub-sample contains both star forming,
and quiescent galaxies. The redshift range was chosen
in order to highlight the color bi-modality, which as pre-
viously mentioned, is erased at higher redshifts due to
incompleteness and measurement errors. In comparison
to both the spectroscopic, and photometric samples, our
object has colors similar to galaxies with quiescent pop-
ulations.
2.3. Spectroscopic Data
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Data were obtained using the X-Shooter instrument
on the VLT UT2 (D’Odorico et al. 2006; Vernet et al.
2011) with the K-band blocking filter in place. The
target was observed in service mode; the observations
were carried out between 2012 December and 2014 Febru-
ary (program Muzzin 090.B-0452(A), and DDT program
Muzzin 288.B-5043(A)). All observations had clear sky
conditions and an average seeing of 0.8′′. A 0.9′′ slit was
used in the NIR, aligned in the North-South direction
with two of the images on the slit, as shown in the Ultra-
VISTA color image in Fig. 1. X-Shooter simultaneously
takes spectra in the observed UVB and VIS. The UVB
and VIS arm data had no signal, as expected from the
very red SED.
The NIR sky changes on short timescales (∼ minutes)
and to compensate for changing sky levels, it is custom-
ary to perform a nodding pattern, with two frames adja-
cent in time subtracted from each other with the object
offset in adjacent frames, often referred to as an ABBA
observing pattern. Given the size of the X-Shooter slit
(0.9′′x11′′), the spatial extent of our object was such that
there was insufficient space to perform this nodding pat-
tern with enough empty sky for a successful sky subtrac-
tion. As such, observing blocks were 10 minutes, with a
nodding pattern offset in declination in 0.4′′ increments
to a maximum offset of 2′′ which corresponds to a shift
on the slit of between 2 and 10 pixels. These offsets were
made for the identification and removal of bad pixels.
The images were reduced using the method most com-
monly used in optical spectroscopy (see Section 2.4). Of
64 science frames with 600s exposure of exposure time
on each frame, 5 frames did not contain the target and
were thus not used in the final combination (but uti-
lized in sky subtraction - see Section 2.4). This results
in a science image with a total exposure time of 9.8hrs.
However, obtaining a similar S/N spectrum on a single
galaxy with comparable un-lensed magnitude (K ∼ 22.7)
would require 215 hours when accounting for the fact
that our observations are sky-limited, 2 objects fall on
the slit and that we are only semi-resolved. This gain in
S/N demonstrates the substantial observing advantage
provided by strong gravitational lensing. Additionally, a
B9V telluric standard star (Hipparcos 049704) was also
observed before and after the science target for removal
of atmospheric absorption lines, as well as relative flux
calibration between orders.
2.4. Spectroscopic Reduction
The data were reduced with the ESO pipeline for X-
Shooter (ver 3.10; Modigliani et al. 2010), following the
“physical” mode reduction chain using EsoRex. Individ-
ual frames were reduced in stare mode, as the extent of
the object on the slit made standard sky subtraction dif-
ficult. Bad-pixel masks were generated using IRAF task
ccd mask, and bad-pixels corrected for using the IRAF
task fixpix.
Because of the methodology of our sky subtraction,
we found several detector artefacts on the images which
complicated this procedure. In order to subtract these
artefacts, we generated a sky frame out of 5 blank sky
frames from our observations, as well as other 10 min
exposures which used the K-band blocking filter found
in the X-Shooter archive. We used a total of 28 frames.
These frames were all median combined to generate a
high S/N sky-frame. This sky-frame was then subtracted
from the science frames to subtract the detector arte-
facts.
The OH-emission lines in the NIR vary in flux, and
change on short time scales, so the sky-frame subtrac-
tion could not account for sky lines. To account for
this, the sky was modelled along each column in the spa-
tial direction, while masking out rows which contained
galaxy flux. This modelled sky was then subtracted from
each column. The individual exposures were then median
combined order by order.
The telluric standard spectra were reduced in the same
way as the science frames. We constructed a response
spectrum from the telluric star, and a black body curve
with a Teff matching a B9V star. Residuals from Balmer
absorption in the telluric standard were removed by in-
terpolation. The science observations were corrected for
instrumental response and atmospheric absorption by di-
vision of the response spectrum.
To extract the spectrum, a 1D light profile was fit to
each wavelength pixel (or column) along the spatial di-
rection. The light profile was modelled from a median
combination of all these fitted profiles from an order in
the H-band (the highest S/N region of our spectrum).
Order number 17 is shown in Fig 3 to illustrate. The
light profile found in the top panel of Fig. 3 was fit, with
a background term, to each column of the combined, 2D
spectrum:
cλ = aλPy + bλ (1)
λ and y refer to the spatial and spectral dimensions. cλ
refers to the column, Py is the double peaked profile fit
to each column, aλ and bλ are the fitted coefficients. aλ
is effectively the 1D spectrum, and bλ is the background
term (see 4th and 5th panels in Fig.3). The error spec-
trum (bottom panel of Fig. 3) is the covariance of the fit,
using the 1σ value of the pixels at each location. Sky-
lines and bad columns were flagged using an error cutoff
(above which the columns would be rejected).
The low-resolution spectrum was constructed by bin-
ning the 1D spectrum in the wavelength direction, using
a bi-weight mean (as described in van de Sande et al.
2013) with a bin size of 10 good pixels. We show the spec-
trum, along with photometry and best fit BC03 model
in Fig. 4, and 5.
3. STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES AND STELLAR
POPULATIONS
3.1. Redshift Determination
A spectroscopic redshift was measured using FAST
(Kriek et al. 2009), an IDL-based fitting routine which
fits stellar population synthesis models to photome-
try/spectra. This fitting is described in more detail in
Section 3.2.
Our best-fit redshift is zspec = 2.756 ± 0.001. This is
a high-confidence measurement, as numerous absorption
lines, such as Ca H&K, Hδ, and Hγ are detected. No-
tably, the difference between the photometric (zphot =
2.4 ± 0.13) and spectroscopic redshift (zspec = 2.756 ±
0.001) is more than twice the uncertainty on the photo-
metric redshift. The possible explanations for this dis-
crepancy are discussed below.
The difference between the zspec and zphot might origi-
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Fig. 3.— Above is an example of our prescription for column rejection and spectral extraction. From to to bottom: (1) The median
combined 2D spectrum (2) The model reconstruction from the double gaussian fitting as described in “Spectroscopic Reduction” (3) The
residuals of (1) and (2) (4) The coefficient of the relative strength of the double-peak profile (effectively the extracted 1D spectrum with
normalized units) (5) The coefficient of the background term (6) The relative error error from the fit. The columns are rejected above a
specified ‘Fit Error’ which varied with each spectral order. The blue shaded regions in (1) and (2) are the columns which are rejected.
nate from mistaking the 4000A˚-break and Balmer-break.
The 4000A˚-break and Balmer-break (∼ 3640A˚) are two
continuum features which are difficult to resolve in pho-
tometric datasets due to their proximity in wavelength.
Both continuum features result in a color differential be-
tween each side of the 4000A˚/3650A˚ spectral region, the
strength of which correlates with age in both cases. They
do, however, originate from different physical processes,
and thus how they correlate with age is different. The
4000A˚ break is a result of absorption by ionized met-
als which is strongest in older and high-metallicity stel-
lar populations. The Balmer-break marks the limit of
the Balmer series and blending of higher order Balmer
lines, and is strongest in A-stars. The strength of the
Balmer-break monotonically increases before peaking at
intermediate ages (∼ 0.5− 1 Gyr) when the stellar light
is dominated by A-stars.
Both these features can be prominent in the contin-
uum of quiescent galaxies, and fall into the NIR between
1.5 < z < 3. The discrepancy between the zphot and
zspec determination is likely caused by a combination of
wavelength gaps between the transmission curves in the
NIR bands (J,H, and Ks), as well as wide bandwidth in
the same filters. This results in a J-H color appropriately
explained by either the presence of the 4000A˚-break at
lower z, or the Balmer-break at higher z.
This uncertainty associated with the breaks falling be-
tween the NIR filters likely caused the fitting confusion
between a quiescent galaxy with a prominent 4000 A˚
break at z = 2.4, and a post-SB galaxy with a 3650 A˚
Balmer-break at z = 2.8. This illustrates the challenges
of using zphot only. This issue is well-known, and that
even with high S/N NIR photometry, photometric red-
shifts at z > 2 can be uncertain due to these issues.
This has led to the use of NIR “medium bands” as in the
NEWFIRM Medium Band Survey (Whitaker et al. 2011)
and zFOURGE Survey (Straatman et al. 2014) to pro-
vide improved photometric redshifts for galaxies where
the Balmer and 4000A˚-breaks fall in the observed NIR.
This redshift difference is large enough that it changes
the stellar population parameters by M12 at a level that
is larger than the quoted uncertainties in that paper, par-
ticularly the stellar mass, age, and dust content. In the
next section we present revised values for these parame-
ters using the spectroscopic redshift.
3.2. Stellar Population Properties
Stellar population properties are estimated using
FAST (Kriek et al. 2009). We used Bruzual & Charlot
(2003) templates, with a delayed, exponentially declin-
ing star formation history (with timescale τ), a Chabrier
(2003) IMF, and Calzetti et al. (2000) dust law.
We have simultaneously fit both the photometry and
H-band spectrum. We have omitted the J-band spec-
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Fig. 4.— Best-fit FAST BC03 template (red-line) with photometry (blue points) and H-band X-Shooter spectrum (black-line). Grey
regions indicate strong atmospheric absorption resulting in low S/N spectra. The J-band spectrum was omitted due to contamination from
the lensing galaxy (see text for further discussion). Best-fit stellar population parameters and their 68% confidence intervals can be found
in Table 1.
Fig. 5.— Similar to Fig. 4, but with the wavelength range restricted to the H-band, and the location of prominent absorption lines
indicated. The fitted spectrum was smoothed using a bi-weight mean with a bin size of 10 good points (i.e. those that were not rejected
by our criteria described in Sec. 2.3). The spectrum shown above has been smoothed to better illustrate the presence of absorption lines.
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trum but include the J-band photometry. The spectrum
in the J-band is very low S/N as the flux from the lens
peaks in the J-band (see Fig. 4 of M12). The image and
lens are spatially close with contamination affecting the
continuum strength. The best-fit parameters are summa-
rized in Table 1. The best-fit stellar population parame-
ters provide a best-fit FAST age log Age/yr = 8.75+0.07−0.07,
stellar-mass log M∗/M = 10.59+0.04−0.05 (corrected for lens-
ing), and AV = 0.2
+0.26
−0.20. This galaxy appears post-
starburst, and is striking in that even at z = 2.8,
intermediate-mass galaxies with quiescent stellar popu-
lations exist.
Muzzin et al. (2013b) suggests that the quenched frac-
tion for galaxies of log M∗/M > 10.8 is ∼ 20% at these
redshifts. The identification of galaxies with quiescent
populations in Muzzin et al. (2013b) is based on rest-
frame color selection and zphot. Here we confirm unam-
biguously through spectroscopy that these galaxies do
exist at these redshifts.
Compared to the values of M12, the effects of fitting
the spectrum and photometry with the spectroscopic
redshift result in a best-fit where the age changes from
log Age/yr = 9.0+0.2−0.2 to log Age/yr = 8.75
+0.07
−0.07, stellar-
mass from log M∗/M = 10.82+0.05−0.07 to log M∗/M =
10.59+0.04−0.05, and dust from AV = 0.9
+0.2
−0.6 to AV =
0.2+0.26−0.20. It is important to note that these values do
not agree (within the 1σ errors) with the values reported
by M12. However M12 underestimated the uncertainties
associated with the zphot, leaving a deficit in the error
budget resulting in a disagreement of values. With the
addition of a zspec, the best-fit galaxy is younger, less
massive, and contains less dust than previously deter-
mined by M12.
In order to understand the differences in best-fit stel-
lar population parameters between M12 and the present
study, we re-fit the data using the photometry and the
spectroscopic redshift (omitting the spectra). This pro-
duced a different set of parameters from our best-fit and
closer to the age, mass and dust content of M12, suggest-
ing that the spectrum does drive the fit. We conclude
that both the spectroscopic redshift and the spectrum
itself, which shows strong Balmer absorption, drive the
changes in the stellar populations.
We note that in Fig. 4, it is clear that our best-fit to
the photometry and spectroscopy is not ideal. The most
striking mismatch occurs in the IRAC bands. The dis-
agreement between the spectrum and photometry in the
far-infrared could be attributed to the challenges associ-
ated with de-blending the source from the lens, and the
lens images from one another. In the IRAC bands, the
FWHM of the PSF becomes comparable to the separa-
tion between source galaxies and the lens which is 2′′
for this system. Accurately separating the flux becomes
more difficult than in the observed optical and NIR where
the PSF is smaller. We ascertained the effect of the IRAC
bands on the fit by re-fitting the spectrum and photom-
etry without IRAC. We found the stellar population pa-
rameters to be the same within 1σ and conclude that the
IRAC bands do not strongly influence the outcome of the
fitting. The current analysis now includes age sensitive
absorption features (see below), as well as the new spec-
troscopic redshift, and therefore we are confident in the
stellar population parameters and associated uncertain-
ties determined in this study.
In Fig. 5, we find a weak or absent Ca K absorption in
the data, whereas the model suggests a stronger absorp-
tion line. The observed wavelength of Ca K at z=2.756 is
4780 A˚ which overlaps with a strong sky-line at 14793 A˚
leading to poor spectral extraction in that region. Thus,
the mismatch between the data and model Ca K absorp-
tion strength is likely caused by poor data quality in that
region. We note that regions affected by strong skylines
have larger errors, and will therefore have lower weight
in the full spectral fitting.
In addition to the stellar population parameters fit
with FAST, we measured the Lick index HδA (Worthey &
Ottaviani 1997) and Dn(4000) (Balogh et al. 1999) break,
which are features shown to be sensitive to age (Kauff-
mann et al. 2003). With an HδA measurement from our
spectrum, as well as coverage of the 4000A˚ break (as
seen by the blue horizontal bars in Fig. 5), we are able to
independently verify our model age determination. This
independent age verification from the absorption features
is important because of inherent degeneracies in fitting
the SED. In Fig. 6, we have plotted HδA as a function
of Dn(4000) of our object, as well as a random sample
of SDSS galaxies which contain both star-forming and
quiescent galaxies.
Over-plotted in Fig. 6 are three different model tracks
generated using GALAXEV (Bruzual & Charlot 2003).
The best-fit super-solar metallicity of Z = 0.05 from
FAST was used in each model track. Two fiducial models
(a burst, and constant star formation history) are plot-
ted in blue and magenta to highlight the extremes in the
parameter space. A model with a delayed exponential
SFH is also plotted in red, using the best-fit parame-
ters from Table 1. The red point corresponds to the age
of our best fit using FAST. The separation between the
HδA vs. Dn(4000) determined age and FAST modelled
best-fit age is small, confirming the FAST best-fit age
in a model independent way. Fig. 6 also shows very lit-
tle difference in the τ vs. delayed-τ models, and that
the star formation history is dominated by a population
which is consistent with a single burst. From Fig. 6, we
confirm that this galaxy is indeed relatively young, post-
starburst, and consistent with being recently quenched.
3.3. MIPS 24 µm Photometry
As described in Sec. 5.3 of M12, there is corresponding
MIPS 24 µm data which was remarked upon. We briefly
summarize their findings. They detected observed-frame
24 µm emission at 4σ in the vicinity of the lens system.
However, they found the MIPS source to be offset to the
south-west by several arcseconds which suggests that the
lens system is not the correct counterpart. Under the
possibility that the MIPS detection is coincident with
the lens-source system, M12 determined an estimate of
the sSFR. Since the FWHM of the PSF is 5.5′′, individual
sources could not be resolved in MIPS. Photometry was
therefore performed in a 7′′ aperture which surrounded
the entire lens system. For the source and lens, at zphot =
2.4, they find log sSFR = −9.93+0.20−0.20 which is below the
star-forming main sequence for their derived stellar mass
at zphot = 2.4. Thus, even in the scenario where all of
the MIPS emission is associated with the lensed galaxies,
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TABLE 1
Stellar Population Synthesis Properties
Z zspec log τ log Age Av log M∗ log SFR† log sSFR χ2red
(yr) (yr) (mag) (M) (M yr−1) (yr−1)
0.050 2.756
[2.757]
[2.755]
7.1
[7.63]
[7.00]
8.75
[8.82]
[8.68]
0.2
[0.46]
[0.0]
10.59
[10.63]
[10.54]
−13.12[−2.4]
[−17.52] −23.71
[−13.00]
[−28.07] 1.63
(11.25*) (−12.46*)
Note. — The best-fit FAST parameters and their values within 68% confidence intervals, adjusted for the lensing
magnification (where appropriate) from Muzzin et al. 2012
† This is from the 30-band SED fit with a τ -model star formation history, and is effectively a UV-dust-corrected
SFR.
* FAST output before adjusting for lensing magnification
they would still be classified as quiescent.
The new zspec determination will effect the sSFR found
by M12, which we re-calculate below. We follow the same
procedure to find a total un-lensed mass of the source
galaxies of logM∗/M = 11.56+0.08−0.04. With the pho-
tometry from M12, and the templates of Dale & Helou
(2002), the implied un-lensed SFR is 370+96−83 M/yr.
This yields a log sSFR = −8.99+0.12−0.12. The sSFR of a
star-forming main sequence galaxy is log sSFR ∼ −8.6
for logM∗/M = 10.59 between 2.5 < z < 3.5 (Schreiber
et al. 2015). This implies that if the MIPS detection is
associate with the lensed system, then this galaxy is only
0.3 dex below the star-forming main sequence. We find
this implied level of star formation unlikely for two rea-
sons. The first is that the MIPS and NIR sources are
offset from one another, and the MIPS detection is not
likely associated. The second is our model independent
age determination via the strengths of HδA and Dn(4000)
(as seen in Fig. 6) which emphasize an older age for the
majority of the stars in this galaxy.
If the MIPS detection were coincident then all star-
formation would need to be dust-enshrouded, and very
recent, so that no young stars are visible outside the
birth-clouds. An alternative explanation is that the lens-
source system could host an AGN, but we do not see
emission lines in the near-IR or optical. Additionally,
M12 looked for X-ray and radio detections in XMM-
Newton and the Very Large Array observations of the
COSMOS field and found no detection in the vicinity of
the system.
3.4. Stellar Velocity Dispersion
The presence of strong absorption features provide us
with the means to study the kinematics of this galaxy,
and determine a stellar velocity dispersion. With this
measurement, we are able to calculate the dynamical
mass and place strong constraints on the baryonic con-
tribution to the total mass budget. Although random
errors on broadband photometry can be quite low with
state-of-the-art instruments, systematic uncertainties in
mass determinations are difficult to estimate accurately
(Conroy et al. 2009). Thus, velocity dispersions are key
for placing upper limits on the total mass of the system,
and hence validating stellar mass estimates.
A stellar velocity dispersion was estimated using Pe-
nalized Pixel-Fitting (pPXF) (Cappellari & Emsellem
2004). The spectrum was first resampled onto a loga-
rithmic wavelength scale without interpolation, but with
the masking of bad pixels. Template mismatch was ac-
counted for by simultaneously fitting the continuum of
Fig. 6.— HδA as a function of Dn(4000). Gray points are a ran-
dom sample of SDSS galaxies. The orange star is the measurement
from the H band spectroscopy. The solid, colored lines are differ-
ent Bruzual & Charlot (2003) models with different SFH (burst,
delayed exponential and constant) with the best fit values from
Table 1 used as inputs. Different benchmark ages are indicated
along each track with a triangle (0.1 Gyr), circle (1.0 Gyr), square
(3.0 Gyr), and hexagon (10.0 Gyr). Marked on the delayed expo-
nential SFH track (the model of choice from FAST), the best-fit
age is indicated (red diamond). The close separation reaffirms our
age determination.
the best-fit Bruzual & Charlot (2003) template with an
additive polynomial, following the same analysis pre-
sented in Appendix 3 of van de Sande et al. (2013).
The effect of template choice can greatly affect the fit-
ted velocity dispersion. We investigated the effect of tem-
plate choice on the best-fit stellar velocity dispersion, in
a similar manner to van de Sande et al. (2013). We fit
the spectrum and photometry using FAST with a range
of templates for a grid of fixed metallicity and ages. The
allowable metallicities were Z = 0.004 (super sub-solar),
0.008 (sub-solar), 0.02 (solar) and 0.05 (super-solar).
The age range considered was log Age/yr = 8.0 − 9.5
in increments of 0.1 dex. We increased the resolution of
the age grid to 0.05 dex between log Age/yr = 8.6− 8.9,
as we found in previous fitting iterations that the FAST
estimated 1σ-error was smaller than 0.1 dex.
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Fig. 7.— The pPXF best-fit stellar velocity dispersion plotted
against the χ2red output from FAST fitting both the spectrum
and the photometry. Each point represents a different age (from
log Age/yr = 8.0−9.5), and each coloured ‘track’ a different metal-
licity. The horizontal dashed black lines are the 1σ and 2σ upper
bounds from the Monte Carlo modelling of the best-fit template
at log Age/yr = 8.75. Points below these lines indicate templates
that are statistically indistinguishable from each other. There are
only three of these points, and they result in a stable stellar veloc-
ity dispersion implying that template choice is not the dominant
source of uncertainty.
In Fig. 7, we show the χ2red from FAST as a function
of the best fit pPXF stellar velocity dispersion (corrected
for template, σ = 89 km/s, and instrument, σ = 25 km/s
,resolution). Using Monte-Carlo simulated errors, we de-
termined 1 and 2 sigma limits on the χ2red value of the
best-fit FAST model (horizontal black dashed lines in
Fig. 7). Points that fall below this line are statistically
indistinguishable. We find a very narrow range of statis-
tically indistinguishable templates, concluding that our
error will be dominated by the formal errors of the fit,
and not the template choice.
Accounting for instrumental and template resolution,
as well as a rectangular aperture and seeing (see van de
Sande et al. 2013), we find a best-fit pPXF stellar velocity
dispersion of σ = 187± 43 km s−1 (the error is the 68%
confidence limits from the Monte-Carlo simulations).
From the assumption that the galaxy is virialized, we
can determine the dynamical mass as follows:
Mdyn =
β(n)σ2ere
G
(2)
Here G is the gravitational constant, and β is an ex-
pression as a function of the Sersic index, n, from Cap-
pellari et al. (2006) (their equation 20):
β(n) = 8.87− 0.831n+ 0.0241n2 (3)
With re = 0.86
+0.19
−0.14 kpc and 3.50
+0.68
−0.60 from Muzzin
et al. (in prep), the dynamical mass is log Mdyn/M =
10.65+0.18−0.23 which is quite similar to, but slightly above
the derived stellar mass of logM∗/M = 10.59+0.04−0.05.
Fig. 8 shows re as a function of stellar and dynamical
mass for high and low-z galaxies with measured stellar
velocity dispersions. Also included in Fig. 8 is the qui-
escent galaxy mass-size relation for z ∼ 0 (dashed black
line). In both stellar and dynamical mass we see that
our galaxy is smaller than z ∼ 0 galaxies at equivalent
mass, and consistent with the higher-redshift quiescent
population. This galaxy is indeed compact, which is well
established for quiescent galaxies at these redshifts (see
Sec. 1 and references therein).
Fig 9 shows the comparison between the FAST deter-
mined M∗, and the Mdyn. The black dashed line in Fig. 9
is unity - above this line is an ‘unphysical’ regime where
the stellar mass exceeds the dynamical mass. From this
figure, we see that the implied dark matter fraction ap-
pears to be very low, at least in the central regions of
the galaxy where the bulk of the light is found (Fig. 8).
However the error bars are large, and a dark matter frac-
tion of 50% is also consistent with the data, therefore a
definitive conclusion can not be drawn.
In Fig 10, we directly compare the total-to-stellar mass
ratio (and thus, the dark matter fraction) as a function of
redshift, where the mass fraction approaches unity (also
seen in Fig. 9). This figure contains the same literature
compilation of high-z quiescent galaxies with velocity dis-
persion measurements as found in Fig. 2. Of the known
objects with a velocity dispersion, ours is at the highest
redshift, and one of the lowest total-to-stellar mass ra-
tios. There is also a weak trend, with quiescent galaxies
becoming increasingly baryon dominated with redshift.
This trend was also noted by van de Sande et al. (2013,
2015) whose sample extended out to z = 2.3, however
between z = 0 and z = 1.6, Belli et al. (2014a) found
no statistically significant evolution. This may suggest a
rapid evolution between redshift z ∼ 3 and z ∼ 1.6. To
test this, we compare the average total-to-stellar mass ra-
tio of the SDSS sample to galaxies above redshift z > 1.6.
In Fig. 10, we have indicated the SDSS median total-to-
stellar mass ratio as grey circle. The average for galaxies
above z > 1.6 is indicated by the red symbol with the
68% confidence interval. From Fig. 10, we see that galax-
ies at z > 1.6 do have a lower total-to-stellar mass ratio
consistent with the findings of van de Sande et al. (2013,
2015), however the average value for the SDSS galaxies
and those above z > 1.6 are not statistically different
(i.e. they fall within the 2.5σ uncertainty).
3.5. Mass Fundamental Plane
Given a stellar mass, a precisely determined re, and
our stellar velocity dispersion measurement, we are able
to tentatively explore the MFP to z ∼ 3, as well as
lower masses. The most salient difference between the
FP and MFP with regards to evolution with redshift
is the zero-point. Although the zero-point of the tra-
ditional luminosity FP is shown to evolve with redshift
(e.g van Dokkum & Franx 1996; van Dokkum et al. 1998;
Treu et al. 1999, 2001), the MFP does not (Bolton et al.
2008; Holden et al. 2010; Bezanson et al. 2013). The
evolution of the zero-point of the FP can be used to in-
vestigate the luminosity evolution of quiescent galaxies,
whereas the zero-point evolution in the MFP can be used
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Fig. 8.— Left: The dynamical mass (Mdyn) versus re of the object of this study (orange star) plotted along side other high redshift
objects compiled from van de Sande et al. 2015 where the colored symbols follow the same conventions as the legend in Fig. 2. The dashed
black line is the parameterized mass-size relation of SDSS z ∼ 0 quiescent galaxies, with the best fit parameters from van de Sande et al.
2011. Right: The same as the left plot, but with stellar mass instead of dynamical mass. In both instances, our object falls below the
mass-size relation of z ∼ 0 quiescent galaxies confirming compactness out to lower masses at high redshift.
Fig. 9.— The dynamical (Mdyn) versus the stellar (M∗) mass
of the object of this study (orange star) plotted along side other
high-redshift objects compiled from van de Sande et al. 2015 where
the colored symbols follow the same conventions as the legend in
Fig. 2. The high-z objects are mass and colour selected. SDSS
galaxies are the grey points (which have been colour selected with
the same UVJ selection as found in Fig. 2), and the dashed black
line is unity. For our object, the stellar mass and dynamical mass
agree well.
Fig. 10.— Redshift vs. ratio of dynamical to stellar masses of
the color-selected sample compiled by van de Sande et al. (2015),
and our object. Grey points are SDSS galaxies following the same
color selection. The colored symbols follow the same conventions as
the legend in Fig. 2. The grey circle is the average total-to-stellar
mass ratio for SDSS galaxies. We note that the 68% confidence
limit for the average total-to-stellar mass ratio for the SDSS galax-
ies is smaller than the grey symbol. The large red circle is the
average total-to-stellar mass ratio for galaxies at z > 1.6 with 68%
confidence limits. Our object is the highest redshift for which a
dispersion has been measured.
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Fig. 11.— The mass fundamental plane for galaxies at redshift
z > 2. Symbols are as per the previous figures. The black dashed
line is the best-fit mass FP between 1.5 < z < 2.2 from Bezanson
et al. 2013. Our galaxy is within the variance of the galaxies at
z > 2 around the mass fundamental plane suggesting it is in place
at lower masses.
to investigate the corresponding structural and dynami-
cal evolution (Bezanson et al. 2013).
Strikingly, Bezanson et al. (2013) established that the
zero-point of the MFP does not evolve significantly with
redshift, in spite of evolution in the structure and size of
quiescent galaxies since z ∼ 2 (see Sec. 1 and references
therein). One outstanding question is whether this trend
holds to higher redshifts and lower mass. With this data,
we are able to explore both issues simultaneously.
In Fig. 11 we compare our measurement to galaxies at
the highest available redshifts which have velocity disper-
sions. We applied a redshift cut to the literature compi-
lation of van de Sande et al. (2015) of z > 2, which left
only 5 galaxies (where the highest spectroscopic redshift
is zspec = 2.636) for comparison. Fig. 11 shows that,
within measurement uncertainty, our galaxy lies on the
same MFP as galaxies at z ∼ 2. This coherence between
z ∼ 2 and z ∼ 3 suggests that the MFP evolves very lit-
tle between these epochs. Further data at these redshifts
are required for a definitive conclusion.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have obtained an X-Shooter VLT spectrum of
the multiply imaged lensed galaxy COSMOS 0050+4901
found serendipitously in the UltraVISTA field. The lens-
ing of this quiescent galaxy was fortunate, providing a
detailed, ’sneak-peak’ at the universe during an exciting
time. In order to obtain a spectrum with equivalent S/N,
without the magnifying effects of gravitational-lensing,
215 hours of integration time on a 10m class telescope
would have been required. The existence of only a hand-
ful of gravitationally-lensed, quiescent galaxies (Auger
et al. 2011; Geier et al. 2013; Newman et al. 2015) high-
lights the rarity of these objects, and the opportunity
they provide to study the high-z, intermediate-mass mass
universe preceding the era of JWST.
At zspec = 2.756± 0.001, COSMOS 0050+4901 is one
of the highest-redshift quiescent galaxies with a spectro-
scopic redshift, as well as the highest-redshift galaxy with
a measured velocity dispersion (σ = 187 ± 43 km s−1).
With this spectrum we have detected a suite of Balmer
lines (Hγ, Hδ), and the CaH&K absorption lines in the
observed H-band (Fig. 5). The detection of multiple ab-
sorption lines provides tight constraints on zspec, and
is additionally indicative of the presence of older stel-
lar populations. Within the wavelength covered by the
spectrum, we find no evidence of emission lines. With
our spectrum, the understanding of the stellar popula-
tions of this galaxy change from an older (log Age/yr =
9.0+0.2−0.2), massive (log M∗/M = 10.82
+0.05
−0.07), dusty
(AV = 0.9
+0.2
−0.6) galaxy (as found by M12) to a younger
(log Age/yr = 8.75+0.07−0.07), post-starburst galaxy of inter-
mediate mass (log M∗/M = 10.59+0.04−0.05).
This new age determination is supported by spectral
diagnostics such as the Dn(4000) (Balogh et al. 1999),
and the Lick index HδA (Worthey & Ottaviani 1997)
which have been shown to be sensitive to age (Kauff-
mann et al. 2003). In Fig. 6, we show how the afore-
mentioned spectral diagnostics reaffirm the younger age
determination of this study in a model independent way.
Equipped with this best-fit age, the rest-frame optical
colors (Fig. 2), and star formation rate from stellar pop-
ulation modelling (Fig. 4) we confirm that intermediate-
mass galaxies which halt in-situ star formation are in
place by z ∼ 3.
In addition to the brightening effects of the magnifi-
cation, the magnifying effects also increase spatial reso-
lution. With this increase in resolution, accurate struc-
tural parameters are determined. Muzzin et al. (in prep)
modelled the gravitationally lensed system and deter-
mined the magnification, as well as the surface bright-
ness profile, measuring a sersic index of 3.50+0.68−0.60 and
an re = 0.86
+0.19
−0.14 kpc. The right-hand panel of Fig. 8
shows the precise re measurement of Muzzin et al. (in
prep) as a function of the stellar mass. Over-plotted for
comparison are a local, and high-redshift sample. Like
the high-redshift sample, our object falls below the local
size-mass relation (Shen et al. 2003). We confirm, with
a high degree of precision, that this galaxy is compact,
which is consistent with what is seen for quiescent galax-
ies at z ∼ 2 (e.g., Daddi et al. 2005; Trujillo et al. 2006;
Zirm et al. 2007; van Dokkum et al. 2008; Szomoru et al.
2012).
Spectroscopy also allows for a kinematic determination
of the mass. The measurement of a dynamical mass is
important, as it provides a direct, kinematic method of
probing the total matter content of a galaxy, without the
uncertainties and prior assumptions associated with pa-
rameters such as distance measurement, IMF, and dust
content (i.e Conroy et al. 2009 places the uncertainty
associated with stellar mass estimates to be 0.6 dex at
z ∼ 2). With the dynamical mass we are able to place a
strict upper limit on the baryonic contribution to the to-
tal mass of the galaxy. In Fig. 9 we compare the two mea-
surements, and find the stellar and dynamical masses to
be consistent with each other, although our results sug-
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gest either a low dark matter fraction in the inner kpc of
the galaxy, where the bulk of the light is found, or per-
haps that the stellar mass content is overestimated within
the parameters discussed by Conroy et al. (2009) (such
as assumptions about the IMF, dust content). However,
Fig. 6 shows, via the HδA and Dn4000 indices, a model
independent estimation of the age of this object. This
result implies consistency in the model choice.
With a kinematic determination of the mass, and accu-
rately measured structural parameters (re, and the Sersic
index n), we are able to place COSMOS 0050+4901 on
the MFP (Fig. 11). It is well established that local, quies-
cent galaxies fall on a FP described by surface brightness,
size and stellar velocity dispersion (Dressler et al. 1987;
Djorgovski & Davis 1987), which is tilted with respect
to the prediction from virial equilibrium. This tilt does
not evolve significantly, but there is an offset in the plane
which becomes larger towards higher redshifts (e.g van
Dokkum & Franx 1996; van Dokkum et al. 1998; Treu
et al. 1999, 2001) as a result of the luminosity evolution of
these galaxies with cosmic time. When replacing the sur-
face brightness with stellar mass density (i.e. the MFP),
Bezanson et al. (2013) found that this offset does not
evolve significantly and these galaxies fall on the same
MFP out to z ∼ 2. In Fig. 11 we compare the object in
this study to the highest redshift galaxies available with
a velocity dispersion measurement. We show that out
to z ∼ 3 quiescent galaxies fall on the same MFP, and
that little evolution takes place between z ∼ 3 and the
present day.
A dynamical mass additionally enables the investiga-
tion of dark-matter content in the central regions of this
galaxy. In Fig. 10, we have plotted the total-to-stellar
mass ratio as a function of redshift, which shows evidence
of a trend to decreasing values. However this trend is not
statistically significant, as the uncertainties on the dy-
namical mass at high-z are large. More spectra of these
types of objects are required to make a statistically sig-
nificant claim. If this ratio is low, it is what is expected
in the case of a gas-rich, major merger (Robertson et al.
2006; Hopkins et al. 2009), which implies that this galaxy
could represent the first generation of quiescent galax-
ies in the hierarchical merging scenario (White & Rees
1978), making this redshift epoch an exciting prospect
for study.
This case study stands as a proof of concept of the
utility of lensed, red galaxies in studying the population
of passive galaxies down to lower masses as well as to
higher redshifts. This paper also illustrates that few rest-
frame optical spectra of quiescent galaxies exist beyond
z > 2, and even fewer of galaxies at intermediate mass.
We stress the need for further spectra of passive galaxies
at higher-redshift, as well as to lower masses, as this
parameter space is still under-explored.
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